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7s SUR- (over, above) 

SURBASE ABERSSU molding or border above base of structure [n -S] 

SURCOAT ACORSTU outer coat or cloak [n -S] 

SURFACE ACEFRSU to apply an outer layer to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SURFEIT EFIRSTU to supply to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURFERS EFRRSSU SURFER, one that surfs (to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board) [n] 

SURFIER EFIRRSU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURFING FGINRSU act or sport of riding surf (breaking waves) [n -S] / SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [v] 

SURFMAN AFMNRSU one who is skilled in handling boat in surf [n -MEN] 

SURFMEN EFMNRSU SURFMAN, one who is skilled in handling boat in surf [n] 

SURGERS EGRRSSU SURGER, one that surges (to move in swelling manner) [n] 

SURGING GGINRSU SURGE, to move in swelling manner [v] 

SURLIER EILRRSU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj] 

SURMISE EIMRSSU to infer with little evidence [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURNAME AEMNRSU to give family name to [v -D, -MING, -S] 

SURPASS APRSSSU to go beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SURPLUS LPRSSUU to treat as being in excess of what is needed [v -ED, -ES, -ING, -SSED, -SSES, -SSING] 

SURREAL AELRRSU having dreamlike qualities [adj] 

SURTOUT ORSTTUU close-fitting overcoat [n -S] 

SURVEIL EILRSUV to watch closely [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

SURVEYS ERSSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SURVIVE EIRSUVV to remain in existence [v -D, -VING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s SUR- (over, above) 

SURBASED ABDERSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [adj] 

SURCEASE ACEERSSU to cease (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURFABLE ABEFLRSU SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [adj] 

SURFACER ACEFRRSU one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

SURFBIRD BDFIRRSU shore bird [n -S] 

SURFBOAT ABFORSTU strong rowboat [n -S] 

SURFFISH FFHIRSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SURFIEST EFIRSSTU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURFLIKE EFIKLRSU resembling breaking waves [adj] 

SURFSIDE DEFIRSSU situated near seashore [adj] 

SURMISER EIMRRSSU one that surmises (to infer with little evidence) [n -S] 

SURMOUNT MNORSTUU to get over or across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURNAMER AEMNRRSU one that surnames (to give family name to) [n -S] 

SURPLICE CEILPRSU loose-fitting vestment [n -S] 

SURPRINT INPRRSTU to print over something already printed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURPRISE EIPRRSSU to come upon unexpectedly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURPRIZE EIPRRSUZ to surprise (to come upon unexpectedly) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SURROUND DNORRSUU to extend completely around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURROYAL ALORRSUY topmost prong of stag's antler [n -S] 

SURTAXED ADERSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SURTAXES AERSSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 
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SURTITLE EILRSTTU translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S] 

SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SURVEYOR EORRSUVY one that surveys land [n -S] 

SURVIVAL AILRSUVV living or continuing longer than another person or thing [n -S] 

SURVIVER EIRRSUVV survivor (one that survives (to remain in existence)) [n -S] 

SURVIVOR IORRSUVV one that survives (to remain in existence) [n -S] 
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